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The median and standard deviaKon of empirical ground-moKon predicKon equaKons (GMPEs) are usually poorly constrained close to the seismogenic source due to the general lack of strong-moKon records.
In addiKon, the ground-moKon variability associated with a single fault is even more diﬃcult to assess because mulKple records of earthquakes generated by the same fault rarely exist. Finite-fault
simulaKons can represent a valid alternaKve to overcome the limitaKons of GMPEs, especially in the near-source region, where eﬀects due to the ﬁniteness of the source dominate the ground moKon.
DirecKvity eﬀects, in parKcular, have the largest impact on the ground-moKon variability at low and intermediate frequencies, causing ampliﬁcaKon at sites in the forward direcKon of the rupture. Therefore
we explore the use of a determinisKc–stochasKc method (DSM, Pacor et al., 2005) to predict the ground moKon close to the source, assess its variability, and calibrate syntheKc aMenuaKon models including
direcKvity eﬀects to be incorporated into ProbabilisKc Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA). Our results show that, for speciﬁc source-to-site conﬁguraKons, the non-ergodic PSHA is very sensiKve to the addiKonal
epistemic uncertainty that may augment the exceedance probabiliKes when direcKvity eﬀects are maximized. The proposed approach may represent a suitable way to develop novel ground-shaking models
for compuKng more accurate hazard esKmates.

Aleatory Variability of
Single-Fault Single-Site scenarios
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We set up a case study for the city of Cosenza (CSZ), southern Italy, a densely
populated city with a rich heritage of historic buildings, located in one of the Italian
regions characterized by the highest seismic hazard (A: oﬃcial Italian hazard map
MPS04), a long history of damaging earthquakes (C), and where only few strongmoKon data are available (hMp://itaca.mi.ingv.it/).
The ground moKon is simulated for bedrock and free-ﬁeld condiKons at a single
target site located in the proximity of a single fault (single-fault single-site scenarios
SFSS), assumed as capable of generaKng from moderate to strong earthquakes .
We generate a large number of SFSS scenarios by varying both the locaKon and
kinemaKc parameters of individual ruptures. We simulated earthquakes of three
magnitude values, Mw7.0, 6.0, and 5.0, as well as source-to-site distances of 0-10 km
(B), thereby exploring the range of the major contribuKon to PSHA at CSZ resulKng
from MPS04 disaggregaKon (D).
To sampling the aleatory uncertainty of the simulaKon parameters we adopt an
Event Three (ET) scheme (E) in which each branch represents possible realizaKons of
earthquake rupture models exploring various characterisKc of earthquake source and
target site.
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DirecKvity eﬀects are included in the simulaKons by means
of the apparent corner frequency, from which we esKmate
the apparent stress Δapp. These parameters depend on:
rupture velocity, nucleaKon point, site-source geometry.
We consider three setups of the simulaKon method to
diﬀerently weighKng the direcKvity eﬀects:
M1-maximum Δapp, variable from site to site; M2-minimum
stress drop ﬁxed to 30 bars; M3-medium backward eﬀects
are minimized introducing a minimum threshold for Δapp.

Synthe2c Ground-Mo2on Models
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A range of variability of the Δapp for M1
B Box plots of the syntheKc PGA. The set of syntheKcs are
grouped by distance (R1 = 0 and R2 = 5 km for Mw6.0 and
R1 = 5 and R2 = 10 km for Mw5.0).
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C Comparison among simulated PGA (median and standard
deviaKons) and median GMPEs (BI2014, Bindi et al., 2014;
BSSA14, Boore et al., 2014).
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D Probability density funcKon (PDF) for M1, M2 and M3
setups compared with empirical PDFs. Empirical PDFs are
ploMed considering the fault variance τ2/2 (Yagoda-Biran et
al., 2015) instead of the between-event variance; the
sigma esKmated for a single seismic source (ABR) by Luzi et
al., 2014 is also considered.
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We calibrate SFSS ground-moKon equaKons for PGA and hypocentral distance (Rhypo) that account
for direcKvity eﬀects by means of Δapp. In this way source-speciﬁc and path-speciﬁc eﬀects are
accounted for. In equaKon [1], the empirical model BI2014 describes the aMenuaKon at distances
larger than those covered by simulaKons. For each magnitude class, we ﬁt the simulated PGAs
using the funcKonal form [1] where heﬀ is the eﬀecKve depth parameter that includes near-source
saturaKon eﬀects and d is the joint distance between syntheKc and BI2014 median values.
A syntheKc models for the M1 setup, using only the hypocentral distance; B syntheKc models
corrected for the direcKvity term (16th, 50th, and 84th percenKle of the Δapp distribuKon) compared
to BI2014. The aleatory variability of the syntheKc GMPEs is reduced (∼50%) by including the
predicKve direcKvity term.

Conclusions

The syntheKc aMenuaKon models are employed to perform a simpliﬁed PSHA sensiKvity analysis accounKng for the 929
seismogenic zone of the ZS9 model (Melem et al., 2008 in A). The annual probability of exceedance (APEs) for PGA is calculated at
the CSZ site using empirical (black line) or hybrid ground-moKon models (gray lines) without accounKng for the direcKvity term B.
Conversely, the hazard curves in C are for a set of logic-tree weights that diﬀerently combine direcKvity eﬀects aner introducing
the direcKvity term into M1 setup. AMenuaKon curves are weighted so that WH2 implies the same likelihood of occurrence for
each model, while WH1 and WH3 consider an higher weight by the 16th or the 84th percenKle of the Δapp.
In case of models depending on distance, we observe increased APEs due to the overall enhancement of the median ground
moKon produced by the syntheKc models (B). Regarding to the APEs obtained by introducing the direcKvity term (C) we observe
how the global eﬀect of the sigma reducKon leads to a decrease of APEs with respect to the ergodic assumpKon (BI2014). The only
excepKon is due to the increase in the epistemic uncertainty of the median when forward-direcKvity eﬀects are accounted for.

DSM simulaKons are accurate enough to be used in seismic-hazard applicaKons and, although
they have a higher computaKonal cost than the GMPEs, they provide an added value
represented by (1) one-to-one associaKon between seismic source characterisKcs and their
calculated eﬀects; (2) the possibility to supply results in any hazard ground-moKon parameters
directly derived from syntheKc waveforms; (3) the possibility to explore the ground-moKon
variability due to several fault kinemaKc parameters, direcKvity, and short source-to-site
distances; (4) integraKon with empirical ground-moKon models, especially for moderate-tolarge magnitudes in the near-source region where recorded data are usually poor or
nonexistent; (5) PSHA accounKng for heteroscedasKc features of the ground moKon; and (6)
total removal of the ergodic assumpKon for prevailing path-speciﬁc eﬀects.
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